iPAD SP1 Defibrillator

The iPAD SP1 can save a life,
with its innovative features
and advanced technology
Every second counts
The iPAD uses the latest in defibrillation
technology to ensure that the device
works as quickly as possible. After a
cycle of 2 minutes of CPR, the device
can perform analysis and be ready for
shock delivery in less than 5 seconds.
Simple to operate and maintain
There is guidance at every step of the
way with clear illuminated illustrations,
calm voice prompts and large responsive
buttons. The iPAD SP1 intelligently
guides a rescuer at the pace at which
they work.
Simple switch selection from adult
to child mode
Just using a simple switch system the
same set of electrode pads can be

used for both adults and children.
There are no additional pads required
or setting changes, saving precious time
and expense.
Background noise is detected and
controlled
The iPAD SP1 has an effective, ambient
noise detector with voice prompts
adjustable up to 90 decibels. This
ensures that the machines important
verbal guidance will always be heard
above high levels of background noise.
Integrates seamlessly with the
Ambulance Service
The iPAD SP1 is totally compatible
with front line emergency vehicles. It
contains plug-in pad adapters to ensure
a seamless handover of a patient to
advanced care.

Extremely well made – solid and
reliable
The iPAD SP1 has been manufactured
to a very high standard. It has a robust
one piece design and there is nothing
to break or lose. It can be relied on to
perform and endure emergency usage
time after time.

To order call:

0161 902 3030
for more info email:
marketing@steroplast.co.uk
or visit:

www.steroplast.co.uk

To order call 0161 902 3030
email marketing@steroplast.co.uk
or visit www.steroplast.co.uk
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